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Abstract: Human Activity Recognition (HAR) is a vital area of Computer Vision. HAR focuses on various activities carried out by
humans. Information relative to the human activities is collected by smart sensors and wearable devices. HAR is classified into two
categories, e.g. (a) Vision-based, i.e. human activities are captured in form of image and video and (b) Sensor-based, i.e. human activity
input can be taken from wearable devices and object tagging techniques. Human activity recognition is an extensive thrust area for
Content-based video analysis, Human-machine interaction, animation, healthcare fields. The paper presents a comprehensive analysis
of various deep learning-based approaches adopted to implement human activity recognition based on accuracy. It is observed that for
the vision-based category the performance of the Depth Camera-based Recurrent Neural Network model is 99.55% accuracy with 12
activities for MSRC-12 datasets and for the sensor-based category, the performance of HAR by Wearable sensors using Deep Neural
Network model is 99.93% accuracy with 03 activities for SHO datasets. It is also observed that for Opportunity dataset, InnoHAR: A
DNN for complex HAR model gives good performance with 94.6% accuracy along with 18 activities, for PAMAP2 dataset, Multi-input
CNN-GRU model gives good performance with 95.27% accuracy along with 12 activities, for WISDM dataset, ConvAE-LSTM model
gives good performance with 98.67% accuracy along with 6 activities, and for UCI-HAR dataset, ConvAE-LSTM model gives good
performance with 98.14% accuracy along with 6 activities.

Keywords: Human Activity Recognition (HAR), Deep Learning, Vision-based Human Activity Recognition, Sensor-based Human
Activity Recognition

1. Introduction
Human activity recognition (HAR) is a contentious

research area in computer vision. It is extremely important
in human-to-human interaction and interpersonal relation-
ships. HAR can be defined as the ability to recognize
human activity based on information received from various
sensors [1]. Cameras, wearable sensors, sensors attached to
everyday objects, or sensors deployed in the environment
are all examples of sensors.

Different approaches have been used to capture various
activities. As illustrated in figure.1, HAR can be divided
in two kinds of approaches: vision-based and sensor-based.
A camera is used in a vision-based approach to capture
information about human activities. Different activities are
frequently recognized by using computer vision techniques
on this captured data. Although computer vision-based
techniques are simple to use and can produce good results,
they have a number of drawbacks. The primary concern
is privacy. Another issue with this approach is its reliance

on light. When there is no light, traditional cameras cannot
detect it.

The other approach is sensor-based, in which human
behavior is identified using sensors. This approach is further
classified into three deployment types: i) wearable, ii)
object-tagged, and iii) dense sensing. In the wearable ap-
proach, the sensor is carried by the user and detects activity.
However, carrying the sensors is not always feasible. Sen-
sors are attached to everyday objects in the Object-tagged
approach. This is also not possible because the user is
constrained by the tagged-objects. The sensors are deployed
in the surroundings in the Dense Sensing approach, and the
activities are captured by the sensors when a user performs
some activities. This approach appears to be more feasible
than the others because the user does not need to carry the
sensors or object-tagged devices with them. However, there
are still some challenges, such as noise in the environment,
which affects the interference in data capture.
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Figure 1. Classification of HAR

Figure 2. General Architecture of HAR

A general architecture for HAR is depicted in Figure 2.
Firstly, data is collected from the sensors and pre-processed
based on the requirement of the model used. Next step is
feature extraction which extracts important features from
the data. In the next step, the model will learn and be trained
from the dataset. Finally, the activity is recognized.

In this paper, we have reviewed some research papers in
the area of HAR. This review will help the researchers to
select the appropriate model in performing Human activity
recognition on a particular dataset.

2. Literature Review
CNN-LSTM [2]: Ronald et al. presented CNN-LSTM

recognizing and classifying different activities carried out
by humans. A mixed approach of CNN and LSTM was
used to identify activities.

Functionality of Model: As shown in Figure.3, a 1D
convolution layer with the ReLu activation function was
used. They then added a flatten layer and a 1D maxpooling
layer to format the feature data so that it could be consumed
by the LSTM layer in the following step. The data on which
the convolution layer operates is very different from the
data on which the LSTM layer operates. Keras was used
to dealing with this challenge. The LSTM layer was also
activated using the ReLu function. The LSTM layer’s output
was fed into the Softmax-activated fully connected output
layer. This layer categorizes the input into the activity’s
class.

Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using Keras with Tensorflow as a back end
and validated on iSPL and UCI-HAR datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 99.0% accuracy for
3 activities (walking, sitting and standing) for iSPL dataset
as compared to other models and datasets.
Limitation: The model could be evaluated on different hyper
parameters and against other publicly available datasets.

Acceleration-based HAR using CNN [3]: Yuqing et
al. presented a CNN approach to Acceleration-based HAR
for human activity recognition. A CNN model with a
modified kernel was built to adapt the properties of triaxial
acceleration signals.
Functionality of Model: A CNN architecture was modified
by changing the angle of the convolution kernel, and a
method was used to determine the best number of epochs.
The width of the convolution kernel was set to 2 in order
to extract information between different axes and improve
rotation flexibility. With a kernel width of 2, CNN has a
low error rate. A set of samples was chosen for validation
in order to select the best epoch, and every 10 epochs,
training error rates were evaluated and validated. When
the validation error rate stopped decreasing and started
increasing, training and evaluating the network on the
test set was halted. CNN’s architecture consists of three
convolution layers and three pooling layers. It is entirely
based on the raw acceleration signal, with no additional
processing.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the CNN-LSTM architecture for HAR [2]

Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
validated on Self-made dataset. However, The tool used for
the implementation is not mentioned this proposed article.
Comment: The suggested model gives 93.8% accuracy for 8
activities for self-made dataset as compared to other models.
Limitation: The model could be evaluated and validated
against some publicly available datasets.

RNN-based HAR [4]: Park et al. represented the ap-
proach of RNN-based HAR for recognizing human activi-
ties. LSTM was used for this architecture.
Functionality of Model: Human activities were visualized as
time-sequenced variation in multiple joint angles. RNN was
built using 50 LSTMs and 90 hidden units. Here, the length
of the activity video frames is reflected by the number
of LSTMs. The model was trained using the Extended
Backpropagation algorithm on the training feature data.
Figure.4 depicts the RNN-based HAR model, in which a
human silhouette is extracted from depth camera data, a 3D
human pose is recognized, and time sequential variation in
joint angles are given in the LSTM model, which identifies
human activity.
Experiment setup and Used tool: The proposed approach is
validated on MSRC-12 dataset. However, The tool used for
the implementation is not mentioned this proposed article.
Comment: The suggested model gives 99.55% accuracy for
12 activities for MSRC-12 dataset as compared to other
models.
Limitation: Datasets related to depth cameras are limited.
Processing of Depth Camera images is somewhat complex.

ST-GCN [5]: Xin et al. demonstrated ST-GCN activity
recognition using 3D motion data.
Functionality of Model: As shown in figure.5, batch nor-
malization was utilized to normalize the input skeleton data.
This model consisted of nine layers consisting units of ST-
GCN. All layers have different number of output channels.
The temporal kernel size for this layer was set to 9. The
residual mechanism and a dropout layer were applied to
each unit of ST-GCN to avoid overfitting. Softmax Classifier
was used for classification in the end.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach
is implemented using python and PyTorch framework and
trained on two GTX 1080 Ti GPUs and validated on
Carecom nurse care activity dataset.
Comment: The suggested model gives 57.0% accuracy for
6 activities for Care Com’s nurse care activity.
Limitation: Due to a lack of data, the model’s results are
unstable.

AttnSense for multimodal human activity recognition

[6]: Haojie et al. represented AttSense for multimodal
human activity recognition for recognizing human activities.
It is the combination of the attention mechanism with CNN
and GRU.
Functionality of Model: Data preprocessing includes data
augment, fast Fourier transform, and data segmentation.
AttSense is made up of three layers: a convolution subnet,
an attention-based GRU subnet, and an output layer. The
convolution subnet is composed of stacked convolution
layers and pooling layers. In addition, at each layer, a batch
normalization layer is used to reduce internal covariate shift.
A self-attention network was introduced in the attention-
fusion subnet, in which sensor feature vectors were fed
as input and an attention weight for each modality was
output. The importance of various sensors in the HAR job is
represented by these attention weights. The feature vectors
are combined to form a uniform feature representation
vector. The attentionfusion subnet’s output was routed to
a stacked GRU structure. Gate units transformed the input
into hidden layer output. The self-attention mechanism was
employed once more to compute the weighted average sum
of all hidden states. The output of the attentionbased GRU
subnet was fed into the output layer, which calculates the
probability of each activity using a fullyconnected Softmax
function.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using Tensorflow and trained on GTX 1070ti
GPU and validated on Heterogeneous, Skoda and PAMAP2
datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 96.5% accuracy for
6 activities (standing, sitting, biking, walking, , climbup,
climb-down) for Heterogeneous dataset as compared to
other models and datasets.
Limitation: Multiple sensors are required for different body
parts which makes the system complex for design and cost
ineffective. An Individual CNN is required for an individual
sensor which tends to design complex algorithms.

Binarized-BLSTM-RNN based HAR [7]: Marcus et
al. represented Binarized-BLSTM-RNN for recognizing hu-
man activities. The model is based on Bidirectional LSTM.
The weight parameters, as well as the output signals of
the input and in-between hidden layers, are binary-valued,
requiring only basic bit logic for training and testing.
Functionality of Model: The binary weights were used to
train BLSTM-RNN and LSTM. However, binarized weights
were only used during the forward and backward passes,
and high precision weights were used in both cases to
update the parameters. However, because the changes in
gradient descent parameters were so minor, the training
objective was not improved. As a result, RNN was trained
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Figure 4. RNN-base HAR System [4]

Figure 5. Graph Convolution [5]

Figure 6. Overview of AttSense [6]
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with binary weights, specifically, weights were binarized at
each layer. The next forward method was used for the non-
LSTM layer, with binary weights and scaling factors, and
with real-values for the LSTM layer. The gradients were
then computed using a backward algorithm. Finally, the
learning rates and network parameters were updated. For
the output layer, the Softmax function was used to generate
responses ranging from 0 to 1. The posterior probability of
the input sequence belonging to a certain activity can be
seen as these outputs.
Experiment setup and Used tool: The proposed model is
validated on PAMAP2 and Opportunity datasets. However,
The tool used for the implementation is not mentioned this
proposed article.
Comment: The suggested model gives 90.0% accuracy for
12 for PAMAP2 dataset as compared to other models and
datasets.
Limitation: (i) The binarization strategy could be used to
derive a relationship between model architecture properties
and data size. (ii) problem caused by existing dataset
distortions and improving sensor data calibration (iii) inves-
tigating the feature’s impact on a more generalized system
(iv) improving overall system efficiency by combining the
advantages of B-BLSTM-RNNS and combination.

DCNN on Multichannel Time series for HAR [8]: Jian
et al. represented this approach. In this approach, inertial
sensors worn on the body are used to collect multichannel
time series data which are multichannel time series data
input and outputs are human activities which are predefined.

Functionality of Model: The CNN architecture is divided
into five sections, as shown in figure.7. Each section in
the initial two sections were made up of (a) a convolution
layer for convolving the output of the preceding layer or
the input and (b) a convolution layer for convoluting the
output of the previous layer. (c) a ReLu layer for mapping
the preceding layer’s output, (d) a layer of max pooling
for determining the highest feature map, and (e) to adjust
the values of various feature maps a normalization layer.
The third section contained a convolution, a ReLU, and a
normalization layers; this section generates unified feature
maps. The fifth layer was a network layer that was fully
connected and converted the features into output classes.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented on non-optimized MATLAB and validated on
Opportunity and Hand gesture datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 94.1% accuracy for
12 activities for Hand Gesture dataset as compared to other
models and datasets.
Limitation: When the CNN is trained and tested in parallel,
the training and testing time can be significantly reduced.

An inertial accelerometer-based HAR [9]: Shaohua et
al. represented this approach for Human Activity Recogni-
tion. They utilized CNN model in the architecture.
Functionality of Model: As illustrated in figure.8, the CNN
architecture consisted of one input, one output, a fully con-

nected layer, three convolutional layers, and three pooling
layers. The data was received and preprocessed using the
input layer. The data that was used was time series data. The
features were extracted from the data using the convolution
layer, and the number of features was reduced using the
max pooling layer. The final layer before the output layer
was used to combine the previous layers’ results in order
to calculate the score for each class. The output layer
generated the results of the fully connected layers and
outputs.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach
is implemented using python and for splitting the dataset,
sklearn is used. The approach is validated on UCI and
PAMAP2 datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 93.21% accuracy for
6 activities for UCI dataset as compared to other models
and datasets.
Limitation: The structure of the neural network models
could be further optimized, and a more detailed comparison
could be performed.

DRNN-based activity recognition [10]:Masaya et
al. demonstrated a high-throughput DRNN-based activity
recognition approach. This method made use of LSTM.
Functionality of Model: A smartphone’s three-axis ac-
celeration provided direct input to the architecture. The
DRNN was designed in such a way that each time’s 3-
axis acceleration data and 6 activity classes correlated to
a 3-D input layer and a 6-D output layer, respectively.
The LSTM unit was used for each internal layer. The
error functions and activation were implemented using a
cross entropy function and a Softmax function, respectively.
During training, the weight was updated using the truncated
BPTT gradient descent method. The quantity of internal
layers, the maximum gradient, the truncated time, and the
dropout probability were all made variable in order to find
the best value. Finally, the network provided an output class
for the activity.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using python and validated on HACS corpus
dataset.
Comment: The suggested model gives 95.03% accuracy for
6 activities for HASC corpus dataset as compared to other
models and datasets.
Limitation: The sequence data rate has been reduced. In this
case, a post-processing method like HMM can be used.

DRNN for HAR [11]: Abdulmajid et al. represented a
DRNN approach for identifying human activity based on
LSTM.
Functionality of Model: obtained from the sensors were
fed to the architecture. It was then segmented into T-
dimensional windows and fed into a DRNN base in LSTM.
The model generates class prediction scores for every time
stamp. Then, these prediction scores are merged using late-
fusion, which are then and fed into the Softmax function,
which predicts the class of the activity.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
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Figure 7. Architecture used for a multi sensor-based HAR problems [8]

Figure 8. Example CNN architecture used for a smartphone inertial accelerometer-based architecture for HAR [9]

Figure 9. The architecture for DRNN [11]
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implemented using GPU-based Tensorflow in python and
validated on UCI-HAD, USC-HAD, Opportunity, Dalphnet
FOG and skoda datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 97.8% accuracy for
11 activities for USC-HAD dataset as compared to other
models and datasets.
Limitation: The model is not tested on large-scale and
complex human activities. Transfer learning between differ-
ent datasets could be investigated. Investigating resource-
efficient DRNN implementation for low-power devices is
another challenge.

Real-time driver activity recognition [12]: Chaopeng
et al. represented this model for driver activity recognition
utilizing ST-graph convolution LSTM.
Functionality of Model: Initially, the positions of the diver’s
upper body joins were recorded. The sliding window was
used to smooth skeleton data using the temporal exponential
mean filter. The driver skeleton graph was constructed using
five layers of the GCN, as well as the representation of the
spatial structure among joints. The spatial features of the
GCN were transferred to a single layer of LSTM networks
enhanced by attention mechanism. It extracted the temporal
features from the sequence of frames. For balancing the loss
value between other tasks related to driving and normal
driving, the focal loss function was used. The final layer
forecasted the driver’s behavior.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach
is implemented using Tensorflow 1.4 in python 3.5 and
validated on Self-made dataset.
Comment: The suggested model gives 88.8% accuracy
for 8 activities (picking up objects, answering the phone,
texting, using media, left or right checking, drinking, normal
driving,) for self-made dataset as compared to other models.
Limitation: More driver activities could be taken into con-
sideration in naturalistic driving conditions. In this ap-
proach, head motion and facial features were not taken into
account. The approach is not considering the passengers in
the vehicle.

GRU-based attention mechanism for HAR [13]: Naz-
mul et al. represented GRU-base attention mechanism for
recognizing human activities. They have utilized the concept
of the attention mechanism.
Functionality of model: Figure 11 depicts the architecture
of this model which emphasis on the recurrent layers’
hidden state outputs. For learning more complex features
from the data captured by the sensors, the stacked layers
are used. Prior to feeding the densely connected layers,
the scores from attention mechanism from both of the
layers were combined to form a hierarchy vector. Sep-
arately, the context-based and simplified attention scores
were computed. Before and after applying attention and
concatenating the attention scores, batch normalization was
used. Three completely connected layers were used after
the attention module. The first two layers were utilized
in learning weights for various features extracted from the
attention module. These layers were activated using ReLU.

Dropout was used for regularization. Finally, the Softmax
activation function was used to classify human activities at
the final level.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
validated on Benchmark HAR dataset. However, The tool
used for the implementation is not mentioned this proposed
article.
Comment: The suggested model gives 94.16% accuracy for
6 activities for benchmark HAR dataset as compared to
other models.
Limitation: By creating embedding from temporal data,
more parallelizable models could be developed.

Human Activities of Daily living Recognition with
GCN [14]: Nutchanun et al. proposed Human activities
of Daily living recognition with Graph Convolutional Net-
work(GCN).
Functionality of model: The architecture is divided into
four steps, as shown in figure.12. First, data from image
collections was gathered and chosen. The visual features
were extracted first, followed by information about the word
embedding vectors that represented the tagged annotation.
The features were then graphed and analyzed. Finally, the
data was used to train and validate the model, which was
built using the selected features.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
validated on PASCAL VOC and LabelMe datasets. How-
ever, The tool used for the implementation is not mentioned
this proposed article.
Comment: The suggested model gives 79.34% accuracy for
10 activities (Socializing, Watching TV, Relaxing, Working,
Shopping, Eating, Housework, Commuting, Taking care of,
and Preparing food) for Label Me dataset as compared to
other models and datasets.
Limitation: The Wor2vec tool could not be able to handle
the unknown words.

1D CNN-based HAR [15]: Song-Mi et al. represented
one dimensional CNN-based human activity recognition.
Functionality of model: The acceleration signals x, y, and
z are gathered and transmuted into vector magnitude data,
as shown in fig.13. A 1D CNN was built using the vector
magnitude data. The activities were classified using a 1D
CNN. An input vector created from a fixed time-length
accelerometer data was used as the input source. The con-
volution operation was then carried out with three different
window sizes of 3, 4, and 5 and a stride size of one for all.
The largest feature value was chosen using a max-pooling
layer. To avoid overfitting, the resulting features were fed
into a dropout layer. The final activity was predicted using
the Softmax layer of a fully-connected network.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using Tensorflow in python and validated on
WISDM dataset.
Comment: The suggested model gives 92.71% accuracy for
3 activities (walking, running, and staying still) for self-
made dataset as compared to other models. Limitation: The
walk activity signal contains ambiguous signals that are
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Figure 10. The architecture of Real-time driver activity recognition [12]

Figure 11. Architecture of GRU-based attention mechanism [13]

Figure 12. Overview of Human Activities of Daily living recognition framework [14]
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Figure 13. Overview of 1D CNN-based HAR [15]

interpreted as run and still, resulting in low precision in
identifying walk activity.

DCNN for HAR [16]: Wenchao et al. represented the
DCNN for HAR approach to Identify human activities. The
model focuses on accuracy as well as reducing computa-
tional cost.
Functionality of model: from the gyroscope and accelerom-
eter into an activity image that included the hidden rela-
tionships between any two signals. The activity image was
fed into the DCNN, as shown in figure.14. The DCNN was
made up of two convolution layers and two subsampling
layers. The subsampling layers applied mean-pooling to the
output of each convolution layer. The final layer is the fully-
connected layer. To forecast the activity, the Softmax was
used.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using MATLAB 2014 and validated on UCI,
USC and SHO datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 99.93% accuracy for
3 activities (walking, sitting and laying) for SHO dataset as
compared to other models and datasets.
Limitation: For very shallow neural networks, high-level
features were not able to be learned. In the deep network,
useful features might be filtered out during the convolution
and subsampling.

HAR using Deep Learning with inertial sensors [17]:
Tahmina et al. represented this approach. Convolution Neu-
ral Networks (CNN) architecture was utilized to identify
human activities.
Functionality of model: To classify the activities more
accurately, sensors were placed at five different locations
on the lower body. The data was then preprocessed and
segmented before being fed into a 6-channel 1D CNN
network. To reduce the features, the CNN output was passed
through the Max-pooling layer. It will then feed into the
Softmax classifier layer and ReLu to classify the activity.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using Machine Learning Toolbox in MATLAB
and validated on Self-made dataset.
Comment: The suggested model gives 97.01% accuracy
for 6 activities for self-made dataset as compared to other
models.
Limitation: The model could be tested on other activities
also to verify the effectiveness of the model.

InnoHAR: A DNN for Complex HAR [18]: Cheng et
al. represented InnoHAR for identifying human activities.
This model is based on Recurrent neural network inception.

Functionality of Model: First, as shown in figure.16, the
input data was routed through four Inception-like modules.
Figure 17 depicts the structure of the Inception-like module.
For eliminating the error caused by noise, after passing
through two Inception-like modules, it was connected to
the pooling layer. Finally, the output was fed into two
GRU layers in order to extract the sequential temporal
dependencies.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach
is implemented using Keras 2 in Python with Tensorflow
as back-end and validated on Opportunity, PAMAP2 and
Smartphones datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 94.6% accuracy for
18 activities for Opportunity dataset as compared to other
models and datasets.
Limitation: The network structure could be more adjusted,
including the connection method and the size of kernels.

LSTM-CNN for HAR [19]: Kun et al. represented
LSTM-CNN architecture for human activity recognition.
This approach combines convolution layers with LSTM.
Functionality of Model: The preprocessed data was initially
fed into a two-layer LSTM for temporal feature extraction.
The spatial features were then extracted using two con-
volution layers. To reduce overfitting, a maxpooling layer
was placed between these two convolution layers. To reduce
global modal parameters, a global average pooling layer was
used after the convolution layer. Following the GAP, batch
normalization (BN) was used to normalize and reconstruct
the input data on training sample of each batch, ensuring
the previous layer’s stability and improving training speed
and accuracy. Finally, the output of the Softmax classifier
was obtained.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach
is implemented using Keras in Python with Tensorflow as
back-end and validated on Opportunity, WISDM and UCI
datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 95.85% accuracy
for 6 activities (Downstairs, Jogging, Sitting, Standing,
Upstairs, Walking) for WISDM dataset as compared to other
models and datasets.
Limitation: The GAP layer focuses on the model’s training
pressure on the convolution layer, causing the model to
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Figure 14. Architecture of DCNN [16]

Figure 15. Architecture of DCNN [17]

Figure 16. Overall architecture of InnoHAR [18]
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Figure 17. Example: Inception-like module in InnoHAR [18]

converge slowly.

Semi-supervised deep learning using DLSTM [20]:
Quingchang et al. represented a semi-supervised deep learn-
ing using DLSTM for HAR. Labelled and unlabeled data
were used as an input source of the architecture.
Functionality of Model: For increasing the training dataset
and some processes, an augmentation technique was used,
as shown in figure.18. The low-level features were derived
from the simple statistics. The high-level features were then
taught to the DLSTM network. To improve the general-
ization of the deep architecture, the dropout method was
then used as a regularizer. The supervised loss was then
calculated with some labels, and the unsupervised loss was
calculated by comparing the unlabeled prediction to the
ensembled predictions in previous epochs. The results were
classified by the Softmax dense layer, which was the final
layer.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using Scikit Learn in Python and validated on
UCI dataset.
Comment: The suggested model gives 92.1% accuracy for
6 activities for UCI dataset as compared to other models.
Limitation: The recognition of the unseen classes is not
possible with this architecture.

A Lightweight DL model for HAR [21]: Preeti et al.
proposed a lightweight DL model for HAR. This model
necessitates less computational power which makes appro-
priate it suitable for deployment over edge devices.
Functionality of Model: The input source of the model
was the fixed-size window accelerometer reading. The

segmented readings were fed into the Lightweight RNN-
LSTM model, which was made up of two hidden layers,
each with 30 neurons. In this model, which employed a set
of rules, the Softmax classifier was used to merge output
from various states into a single final output.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using python and Tensorflow and validated on
WISDM dataset.
Comment: The suggested model gives 95.78% accuracy for
6 activities for UCI dataset as compared to other models.
Limitation: The model could be tested on complex activities
before being deployed. It was used only on Raspberry Pi3.

HAR from accelerometer data using CNN [22]:
Ignatov represented this approach using convolution neural
networks.
Functionality of Model: The input was fed into the Con-
volution layer. A non-linear activation function follows this
layer to learn non-linear decision boundaries, as shown in
figure.19. To reduce and summarize the obtained repre-
sentation, a pulling layer was added after the convolution
layer. After several convolution and max-pooling layers, the
output layer was flattened into a 1D vector and used for
classification. CNN has one or more fully-connected layers
on top to learn non-linear classification.. Finally, the last
layer’s output was fed into a Softmax layer, which computed
the probability distribution over all the predicted classes.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using Tensorflow and validated on WISDM
and UCI datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 97.63% accuracy for
6 activities for UCI dataset as compared to other models
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Figure 18. Structure of the temporal ensambling of DLSTM [20]

Figure 19. Example The architecture of a user-independent deep learning approach for online HAR classification [22]

and datasets.
Limitation: The model architecture could be tested on other
publicly available datasets to test the efficiency over them.

CnvLSTM-FC model for HAR [23]: Jian et al. repre-
sented a hybrid deep architecture depending on ELM clas-
sifier, LSTM recurrent units, and convolution operations.
Functionality of Model: The CNN architecture is not well
suited to dealing with time series data. To deal with time
series data, LSTM was introduced for modeling temporal
dependencies on output features of CNN layer, as shown in
figure.20. In the following step, ELM classified was used
to classify the features that contained temporal information,
which classified the activity class.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using python 2.7.11 and validated on Oppor-
tunity dataset.
Comment: The suggested model gives 91.8% accuracy for
18 activities for Opportunity dataset as compared to other
models.
Limitation: The sequential learning adaptive capability of
the model could be improved; transfer learning approach
could be utilized.

HAR using BMI and DL [24]: Dobhal et al. repre-
sented an approach to recognize HAR using BMI and DL.
Functionality of Model: As shown in figure. 21, in this
approach, first of all, from each frame, background is
subtracted for obtaining only foreground, in this case a
person, using GMM. Furthermore, the Binary Motion Image
(BMI) is calculated which represents a sequence of video
frames in a single frame. The same will be given as the
input to the CNN which will classify the activity.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using MATLAB and validated on MSR Action
3D dataset.
Comment: The suggested model gives 98.5% accuracy for
20 activities for MSR Action 3D dataset.
Limitation: This approach have minor level of invariance to
scale changes, rotation and translation.

Sensor-Based HAR [25]: Nafea et al. represented
Sensor-based HAR using CNN and BiLSTM.
Functionality of Model: In this model, CNN and BiLSTM
are used to form two-stream DL architecture. The activity
recognition is taking place through Features Fusion obtained
from two-stream. BiLSTM understands the spatial deep-
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Figure 20. Example of The architecture for CnvLSTM-FC model for HAR [23]

Figure 21. Architecture of HAR using BMI and DL [24]

learning map’s underlying temporal relationship while CNN
with many convolution layers and different kernel dimen-
sions obtains spatial relationship.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach is
implemented using Tensorflow, Keras and Theano in python
and validated on UCI and WISDM datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 98.53% accuracy for
6 activities for WISDM dataset and 97.05% accuracy for 6
activities for UCI-HAR dataset.
Limitation: The features from CNN and BiLSTM could be
derived through automatic feature extraction.

Multi-input CNN-GRU [26]: Dua et al. proposed
Multi-input CNN-GRU approach to identify human activi-
ties.
Functionality of the model: This model comprises of three
heads. Identical inputs are fed to each head. Two sub-
sequential Conv1D layers make up each head with dif-
ferent filter sizes for capturing different temporal local
dependencies. This Conv1D is applied to the input vector.
Conv1D uses ReLu as the activation function. After the
second Conv1D, a dropout layer is placed. A Max-pooling
layer follows the dropout layer. Next, the flatten layer
flatten the feature vector to make it suitable for GRU layer.
Two GRU layers are utilized here. The dense layer now
receives the combined output from all three heads. After
that, batch normalization is done to the Dense layer’s output.

A Softmax function is following the Batch normalization for
final classification of the activity.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach
is implemented using Keras in python with Tensorflow
as back-end and validated on UCI-HAR, Opportunity and
WISDM datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 97.21% accuracy for
6 activities for WISDM dataset, 96.20% accuracy for 6
activities for UCI-HAR dataset and 95.27% accuracy for
12 activities for PAMAP2 dataset.
Limitation: The model could be applied to other state-of-art
datasets.

DNN for multi-view HAR [27]: Putra et al. represented
a DNN for multi-view HAR.
Functionality of the model: input to this model are the
images taken from the multiple cameras from multiple
angles for resolving occlusion problem. These images are
fed to a pre-trained CNN for capturing spatial information.
Author assumes that significant transformation is taking
place in only certain part of the image. For that purpose,
features are fed to attention layer to give weight to the
important features. To get the temporal data, LSTMRes
layer is utilized. Finally, for combining prediction scores
from the Softmax, this model uses arithmetic mean or
geometric mean.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The tool for implemen-
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tation is not mentioned in the proposed article. However,
the proposed approach is validated on IXMAS and i3DPost
datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 96.37% accuracy for
13 activities for IXMAS dataset and 96.87% accuracy for
10 activities for i3DPost dataset.
Limitation: (i) This model does not perform well for am-
biguous actions. (ii) The models could be tested on other
state-of-art datasets. (iii) This model observes only observes
self-occlusion in the datasets.

ConvAE-LSTM [28]: Thakur et al. represented Convo-
lution Auto encoder-LSTM approach.
Functionality of the model: The model consists of three
modules. First module is a ConvAE, which is composed of
a convolution layer, pooling layer and deconvolution layer.
The output of ConvAE must be compatible with the input
format of LSTM, for that purpose, the flatten layer is used
next. The output of the LSTM is fed to the fully connected
layer. It will give the high-level representation. Finally, a
Softmax layer is used to classify the physical activity.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach
is implemented using Keras in python with Tensorflow as
back-end and validated on UCI-HAR and WISDM datasets.
Comment: The suggested model gives 98.14% accuracy for
6 activities for UCI-HAR dataset and 98.67% accuracy for
6 activities for WISDM dataset.
Limitation: (i) The model could be compared with other
recent DL models and also be tested on other datasets. (ii)
The applicability in real-life application should be analyzed.

HAC using 3DCNN [29]: Vrskova et al. proposed
classification of Human activities using 3DCNN.
Functionality of the model: This model utilizes 3DCNN
layers for improving the identification of moving images.
Each layer in 3DCNN contains 3D filter. This layer creates
a convolution map. A Max-pooing layer follows 3DCNN
which is used to reduce the image size. Next, the Batch
normalization is utilized to normalized each batch’s previ-
ous layer. Next, the dense layer and flatten layer are used
to forma the output vector.
Experiment setup and Used tool:The proposed approach
is implemented using Keras in python with Tensorflow as
back-end and validated on UCF YouTube Action dataset,
modified UCF101 dataset, and full UCF101 dataset.
Comment: The suggested model gives 74.20% accuracy
for 11 activities for UCF YouTube Action dataset, 84.40%
accuracy for 15 activities for modified UCF101 dataset and
79.90% accuracy for 15 activities for full UCF101 dataset.
Limitation: Identification of human non-standard behavior
is difficult.

3. Datasets
Datasets are one of the important components of Human

Activity Recognition Algorithms. They are used as an
input source to the algorithm. Some of the commonly used
datasets for HAR are explained briefly as below:

A. iSPL
The iSPL dataset [?] is a three-activity dataset con-

taining gyroscope and triaxial raw accelerometer signals
collected from a WithRobotTM sensor. The sensor was
attached to a subject’s left wrist. Four subjects ranging in
age from 25 to 40 years were used. The iSPL consists
of 1590 samples, which are then randomly divided into
1272 train samples and 318 test samples. Each data sample
includes 128 sensor readings for each of the nine signal
types.

B. UCI HAR
The UCI HAR dataset [30] is a 6-activity (Laying,

Standing, Sitting, Walking Downstairs, Walking Upstairs,
Walking) dataset containing 3D (x,t,z) raw signals collected
from a smartphone’s gyroscope and accelerometer. A smart-
phone was strapped to a subject’s waist. The experiment
was carried out on 30 subjects ranging in age from 19 to
48 years. Each subject completed the activities mentioned
before. The dataset contains 7352 train samples and 2947
test samples. To preprocess the sensor signals, noise filters
and a sampled fixed-width sliding window were used.

C. Opportunity dataset
The Opportunity dataset [31] is an 18-activity dataset

where on-body sensors were used to record human activ-
ities. The recording sessions of two kinds were carried
out with the help of four participants. First, the subject
completed a predefined set of activities 20 times during a
Drill session. Second, in the Daily living activity session,
participants completed high-level tasks with greater flexi-
bility in the order of activities. The dataset also includes a
Null activity, which specifies the period with no activity or
activity that is irrelevant.

D. PAMAP2
The PAMAP2 [32] is an 18-activity physical activity

monitoring dataset. The activities were carried out by 9
people. Three inertial measurement units recorded the ac-
tivities. These units are a magnetometer, an accelerometer,
and a gyroscope, , and, which are located on the ankle,
chest, and hand respectively.

E. WISDM
The WISDM [33] is a 6-activity dataset (Downstairs,

Jogging, Sitting, Standing, Upstairs, Walking) that includes
activities recorded with an Android phone in the subject’s
front pocket. This experiment used a total of 36 subjects.
The activity was recorded using an accelerometer with a
sampling frequency of 20Hz. This dataset contains 1098209
samples. The WISDM dataset is unbalanced because the
activities in it have an uneven number of samples.

F. MSRC-12
The MSRC-12 [4] dataset contains a sequence of human

activities (kick, beat both, change weapon, had enough,
throw, wind it up, bow, shoot, goggles, push right, duck,
and lift arms). Thirty subjects participated in the activities,
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which were recorded with a depth camera. It has a total of
6244 activities. The human skeletal joins were included in
the dataset.

G. Skoda
The Skoda [34] dataset is a 10-activity dataset that

describes the activities, in a car production domain, carried
out by assembly-line workers. Numerous accelerometers
were placed on both the hands of each worker during the
activities. The dataset also includes a Null activity, which
specifies the period with no activity.

H. Hand Gesture
The Hand Gesture dataset [35] is a 12-activity dataset

containing various types of human hand movements. The
activities were carried out by a total of two subjects. The
subjects performed hand movements in daily life with eight
different hand gestures and three different gestures while
playing tennis. It, like the Opportunity and Skoda datasets,
has a null activity that specifies the period with no activity
or non-relevant activity.

I. USC-HAD
The USC-HAD [36] is a 12-activity dataset contains

basic human activities (running, walking downstairs, walk-
ing upstairs, walking right, walking left, walking forward,
sitting, standing, jumping, sleeping, in elevator down, in
elevator up). A 3D accelerometer and gyroscope sensor
were attached to the subject’s front hips to collect the data.

J. Benchmark HAR dataset
The Benchmark HAR dataset [37] is a 6-activity dataset

containing time series data for these activities (laying, stand-
ing, sitting, walking downstairs, walking upstairs, walking).
The accelerometer and gyroscope sensors were used to
collect this data. It divided the data into 30 percent for
testing and 70 percent for training at random. To preprocess
the sensor signals, noise filters and a sampled fixed-fixed
width sliding window were used. Training data for 7352
samples was generated by 21 subjects, and testing data for
2947 samples was generated by 9 subjects.

K. Heterogeneous dataset
The Heterogeneous dataset [38] is a 6-activity (bik-

ing, walking, sitting, standing, climb-up and climb-down)
dataset containing gyroscope and accelerometer sensing
data. The activities were accomplished by a total of 9
subjects. The activities were carried out using a variety of
smartphones and smart watches. This increases the task’s
complexity and aids in testing the model’s robustness.

4. Evaluation Parameter
For the purpose of comparative analysis, we have

selected accuracy as the evaluation parameter. Accuracy is
a metric which is used to evaluate classification models.
Accuracy can be stated as :

Accuracy = # of correct predictions / total # of predictions

[39]

According to the equation, the accuracy can be stated as
the correct number of predictions out of the total number
of predictions.

5. Comparative Analysis of HAR Models
The comparative analysis of HAR using deep neural

networks is done on five different parameters. The HAR
can be Vision based or Sensor based. The Vision based
techniques are dependent on cameras whereas the Sensor
based techniques are dependent on sensors which may be
put on the human body. The comparison can also be carried
out based on the dataset used and the accuracy achieved by
the model on different activities.

Table 1 represents 28 recent HAR models based on
deep neural networks. Twenty one models are sensor based
and the remaining models are Vision based. In sensor-
based models, seven models are using Convolution Neural
Network architecture, eight models are using Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) architecture, six models are using
combination of CNN and RNN architectures and one model
is using combination of CNN, RNN with the attention
mechanism. On other side, in vision-based models, two
models are using CNN architecture, one model is using
RNN architecture, one model is using Graph Convolution
Neural Network (GCN) architecture, one models is using
combination of GCN and RNN, one model is using GCN
with the attention mechanism and one model is using
combination of CNN, LSTM and attention mechanism.

Various datasets are used as an input source of the
model. The most commonly used datasets are Opportunity
dataset, PAMAP2, UCI and WISDM. The comparative
analysis of the average accuracy of identifying different
activities by different models on these commonly used
datasets is shown in figure 22, 23, 24 and 25, respectively.

As shown in Figure 22, five models have used the Op-
portunity dataset as an input source. Among these models,
the model used in [18] has the highest predictive accuracy of
94.6% on the mentioned dataset on 18 activities. As shown
in Figure 23, five models have used the PAMAP2 dataset
as an input source and among these models, model used in
[26] has the highest predictive accuracy of 95.27% on the
mentioned dataset on 12 activities.As shown in Figure 24,
six models have used the WISDM dataset as an input source
and among these models, model used in [28] has the highest
predictive accuracy of 98.67% on the mentioned dataset on
6 activities.As shown in Figure 25, ten models have used
the UCI dataset as an input source and among these models,
model used in [28] has the highest predictive accuracy of
97.63% on the mentioned dataset on 6 activities.
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TABLE I. Comparative Analysis of HAR Models

Title and Year Architecture Sensor/Vision
based Dataset

No. of
Activities
Recog-
nized

Accuracy
(%)

CNN-LSTM (2020) [2] CNN-LSTM Sensor iSPL 3 99.00
UCI HAR 6 92.0

Acceleration-based HAR using
CNN (2015) [3] CNN Sensor Self-made dataset 8 93.80

RNN-based HAR (2016) [4] RNN Vision MSRC-12 12 99.55

ST-GCN (2019) [5] ST-GCN Vision
Carecom nurse
care activity
dataset

7 57.00

AttnSense for multimodal
human activity recognition
(2019) [6]

Attention
Mechanism-
CNN-GRU

Sensor Heterogeneous 6 96.50

Skoda 10 93.10
PAMAP2 12 89.30

Binarized-BLSTM-RNN based
HAR (2016) [7]

Binarized-
BLSTM-RNN Sensor PAMAP2 12 90.00

Opportunity
Activity
Recognition
Dataset

18 74.00

DCNN on Multichannel Time
series for HAR (2015) [8] CNN Sensor

Opportunity
Activity
Recognition
Dataset

18 87.70

Hand Gesture
Dataset 12 94.10

An inertial accelerometer-
based HAR (2019) [9] CNN Sensor UCI 6 93.21

PAMAP2 9 91.00
DRNN-based activity recogni-
tion (2016) [10] DRNN Sensor HASC corpus 6 95.03

DRNN for HAR (2017) [11] DRNN Sensor UCI-HAD 6 96.70
USC-HAD 11 97.80
Opportunity
Activity
Recognition
Dataset

18 92.00

Daphnet FOG 2 93.00
Skoda 11 92.60

Real-time driver activity recog-
nition (2020) [12]

Spatialtemporal
Graph
Convolution
LSTM networks
with attention

Vision Self-made dataset 8 88.80

GRU-based attention mecha-
nism for HAR (2019) [13]

GRU-attention
mechanism Sensor Benchmark HAR

dataset 6 94.16

Human Activities of Daily liv-
ing Recognition with GCN
(2020) [14]

GCN Vision PASCAL VOC 10 78.67

LabelMe 10 79.34
1D CNN-based HAR (2019)
[15] LSTM-RNN Sensor WISDM 6 94.00
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DCNN for HAR (2015) [16] DCNN Sensor UCI 3 95.18
USC 3 97.01
SHO 3 99.93

HAR Deep Learning with iner-
tial sensors using (2017) [17] CNN Sensor Self-made dataset 6 97.01

InnoHAR: A DNN for Com-
plex HAR (2018) [18]

Inception
NNRNN Sensor Opportunity

Dataset 18 94.60

PAMAP2 18 93.50
Smartphones
dataset 6 94.50

LSTM-CNN for HAR (2020)
[19] LSTM-CNN Sensor UCI 6 95.78

WISDM 6 95.85
Opportunity
Activity
Recognition
Dataset

18 92.63

Semisupervised deep learning
using DLSTM (2018) [20] DLSTM Sensor UCI 6 92.10

A Lightweight DL model for
HAR (2019) [21] RNN-LSTM Sensor WISDM 6 95.78

HAR from accelerometer data
using CNN (2017) [22] CNN Sensor WISDM 6 93.32

UCI 6 97.63
CnvLSTM-FC model for HAR
(2018) [23]

CNN-LSTM-
ELM Sensor Opportunity

Dataset 18 91.80

HAR using BMI and DL
(2015) [24] CNN Vision MSR Action 3D 20 98.50

Sensor-Based HAR (2021)
[25] CNN-BiLSTM Sensor WISDM 6 98.53

UCI-HAR 6 97.05
Multi-input CNN-GRU (2021)
[26] CNN-GRU Sensor UCI-HAR 6 96.20

WISDM 6 97.21
PAMAP2 12 95.27

DNN for multi-view HAR
(2022)[27]

CNN-attention-
LSTM Vision IXMAS 13 96.37

i3DPost 12 96.87

ConvAE-LSTM (2022) [28] ConvolutionAE-
LSTM Sensor UCI-HAR 6 98.14

WISDM 6 98.67
HAC using 3DCNN (2022)
[29] 3DCNN Vision UCF YouTube Ac-

tion dataset 11 74.20

Full UCF101 15 79.90
Modified UCF101 15 84.40
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6. Applications
Some of the application of HAR are recapitulated and

explained briefly as below:
Video analysis based on content: If the activities in a video
are recognized, it will be easier to categorize the videos
based on the contents. It can improve user experience,
content storage, and summarization. It has the potential to
be useful in video sharing and other applications [40].
Behavioral Biometrics: Behavioral biometrics is used to
identify a person based on patterns in their behavior.
When compared to traditional biometric identification meth-
ods,this method requires very little or no human intervention
[41].
Security and surveillance: HAR applications can be used
in security and surveillance systems. It will be easier to
identify unusual activities if vision-based activity recogni-
tion is integrated into surveillance systems. This reduces
the need to manually analyze multiple videos for the same
purpose [40].
Interactive applications and environments: The primary
goal of the Human Computer Interaction system is to
comprehend human activities in order to respond to human
activities. This type of system receives input from gestures
or actions and responds to the gestures or actions. This
type of system can help in the development of robots and
computers that can effectively respond to and interact with
humans [40].

7. Challenges
A. Vision-based HAR

Some of the challenges in vision-based HAR are listed
and explained briefly as below:
Changes in illumination: Some video parameters, such as
contrast, brightness, and so on, may change dynamically,
or they may be affected by factors such as environmental
changes, etc. [42], [43].
The shadow effect: A person’s or an object’s shadow may
cause false detection or tracking of activity.
Human behavior: When humans perform multiple tasks at
once, it becomes more difficult to identify the activity [40].
Intra-class variability: It occurs when different users per-
form the same activity differently [44].
Inter-class similarity: Characteristics of fundamentally dif-
ferent classes may be similar. Activities such as skipping
and running are examples [45].
Occlusions, partial or total: The subject whose activity is
to be identified may be occluded by another object, making
it difficult to recognize the activity [40].
Bootstrapping: The training environment’s background
may differ from the real-world environment’s background.
[40].
Camera jitter: A low-resolution camera or low-quality
recording device degrades video quality [44].
Self-occlusions: When one body part of an object occludes
another, it becomes difficult to recognize the activity [40].
Scaling: The device that detects human activity can be
placed close to or far away from the person performing
the activity [40].

Camera automatic adjustments: The automatic adjust-
ment feature in modern cameras may make identifying
activity difficult because in different frames, the same image
may appear differently [40].

B. Sensor-based HAR
Some of the challenges in vision-based HAR are listed

and explained briefly as below:
Smartphone and wearable sensor location: The position
of the smartphones must be taken into account when re-
trieving data because the gyroscope determines orientation
and accelerometers handle axis-based motion sensing. Oth-
erwise, this could lead to an incorrect interpretation of the
activity [46].
Requirements of sensors: When retrieving data from users,
the complexity of the HAR algorithm grows in direct
proportion to the type of sensor used, the number of
smartphones used, and the location of the smartphone [46].
Quantity of sensors to choose: Plethora of sensors are
available in a smartphone from which to choose. Among
these sensors, the sensors should be chosen precisely so that
the process of identifying activity in real-time applications
becomes easier and more convenient [46].

8. Conclusion
This paper represents a comprehensive analysis of Hu-

man Activity Recognition using Deep Learning. Challenges
faced in HAR differ based on the approach used i.e.
Vision-based or Sensor-based. The basic HAR approach
includes Data collection, Data pre-processing, Feature ex-
traction, Learning and Activity Recognition. The commonly
used datasets for HAR are Opportunity dataset, WISDM,
PAMAP2, UCI, etc. In the comparative analysis, we ob-
served that in Vision-based approach, [4] model gives good
performance 99.55% accuracy along with 12 activities with
MSRC-12 dataset and in Sensor-based approach, [16] model
gives good performance 99.93% accuracy along with 3
activities with SHO dataset. It is also observed that for
Opportunity dataset, [18] model gives good performance
with 94.6% accuracy along with 18 activities, for PAMAP2
dataset, [26] model gives good performance with 95.27%
accuracy along with 12 activities, for WISDM dataset, [28]
model gives good performance with 98.67% accuracy along
with 6 activities, and for UCI-HAR dataset, [28] gives good
performance with 98.14% accuracy along with 6 activities.
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